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Up to now low-lying states of pionic atoms have been observed only for nuclei with 
. Z < 14 for ls and Z < 35 for 2p levels while the standard pionic nuclear optical potentials 

predict rather narrow widths of these levels of heavy elements [1,2]. Conventionally the 
spectroscopy of pionic atoms was done by stopping negative pions in a target and observing 
pionic X-rays emitted during the cascade. However for large Z the absorption widths of 
low-lying levels are around some orders of magnitude larger than electromagnetic one 
and therefore cascade X-transitions arc very difficult to observe. Now new reactions 
appropriated for observation of deeply bound pionic atoms are proposed [3-11]. 

At TRIUMF such states werc searched in the reaction 208Pb(n,p)208 Pb.-. No posi
tive evidence was observed [12]. To obtain better statistics with better resolution recently 
the reaction 208Pb(d,2He) 208Pb,- at an energy of I DeV was measured at SATURNE 
[13]. Preliminary data analysis docs not show any indication of the observation of deeply 
bound pionic atoms. Both experiments have reached the sensitivity of the PWIA predic
tion but theorists have found that distortion effects are important [12,14]. The reactions 
(7r-,p) and (7r-,Y) are under inv<'stigation at LAMPF [10,11]. Recently theorists have 
found the use of pick-up reactions, such as 'A(n,d)'(A-1),-, 'A(p,2p)'(A- I),- and 
'A(d,3He)'(A - 1).- looks attractive [5,6]. Investigations of tl]('se reactions on Pb tar· 
get are planned at TRIUMF, COSY and SATURNE correspondingly. Preliminary dat.a 
on the 208Pb(n,d)X reaction (Td = -100MeV) have lwcn obtained [i5]. Just below th,· 
free pion emission threshold somewhat strengthening the deuteron spectrum has bPcn ob
served, but the beam resolution and statistics arc obviously inadequate to search pionic 
states. 

The detailed theoretical investigation of 11si11g the pick-11p reaction (d,3 1le) for t.h<' 
formation of the deeply bo1111d pionic atoms has been performed in [6]. In the franw
work of effective number approach it was shown that the cross section of the reaction 
• A(d,3He)'(A - 1),- reaches maximum magnitude in the energy interva! Td = 500 - 600 
MeV. These energies correspond to minimum values of momentum transfer (q) and the 
largest values of the cross section of the elementary reaction p(d,3He)ir- . It has been 
found that at these energies substitutional states ([(/.-,j,:;- 1)1] ~ 0) are preferentially 
populated (i.- and Jn are angular momentum of pionic state and pick- up nuclear neu
tron correspondingly). At the energy where q = 0 only pionic atom st.ates with /, = I,, 
will be populated. This selection rule shows that at. the recoilless conditions the study of 
ls and 2p pionic states is favorable for nuclei near neutron "magic" numbers 82 and 1:16 
correspondingly. 

We intend to perform experiment.al search for the deeply bound pionic atoms of 
Xe in the two-body channels of the reaction NXe(d,3He)N-iXe, - at a deuteron energy 
Td = 500 MeV corresponding to recoilless kinematics of pionic atom production.The 
levels of pionic atoms will be identified by peaks in the 3 He energy spectrum measured 
at 0 = 0 where the cross section must reach the largest value [16]. For this investigation 
an experimental set-up has to satisfy the following requirements: a good identification of 
3 He with energy_ up to 370MeV, high energy resolution compared with width of pionic 
level (0.SMeV) and capability to handle count rates about 104 particles/s. It should he 
pointed out that this experimrnt. and ones which arc planned at Tll!UMF, SATUHNE 
and COSY on Pb target (N = 126) directed on search for the different states of pionic 
atoms - ls for Xe and 2p state for Pb. 

The scheme of the experimental set-up is presenkd in the Figure. The sped ronwt er 

consists of the semiconductor telescope located in the bending magnet of the CELSll'S 
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Fig; The scheme of experimental set-up: 
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1 - semiconductor telescope; 2 - dipoles; 3 - vacuum pipe; 4 - cryostat; 5 - bellows 
6 - moving system; 7 - silicon strip detectors; 8 - HpGe-detectors 

storage ring at a distance about 6m after the intern~! gas target (it is not shown in the 
figure). The telescope allows one to detect and measure the energy of ejectiles (3He) 
which are emitted in a forward direction with respect to primary bearn and deflected by 
the bending magnet; To provide the operation of the spectrometer at a short distance 
(about few cm) from the bearn, the experimental set-up contains of the automatic me
chanical system. This system allows one to insert and place the telescope into ultra-high 
vacuum volume of the storage ring ( ~ 10-11 mbar) close to the bearn in synchronism with 
accelerator cycle. This is important since· the bearn size is, inci-e.;_;;ed·during its formation. 
The mechanical system consists of the guiding mechani~m. with. high precision control 
servo-system and movable cryost~t with circulated nitrogen cooling system located inside 
the bellows. This construction provides the movement of _the telescope at a distance up 
to 65 cm with a maximum speed about 5cm/s. The position uncertainty is less than 0.1 
mm. 
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The telescope consists of five HpGe-detectors of total thickness of 4.5cm with sen
sitive area of about 10cm2 and dead layers less than lOOµm. The multilayer structure 
of the telescope provides good particle identification in wide energy range, simple energy 
calibration and the operation at high count rates (up to 105s-1). In addition, it makes 
possible the effective solution of some problems concerned with the background suppres
sion: analysis of signals from detectors on the level of fast logic system (fast trigger) 
provides almost full rejection of light ions (p, d, t with a rate of about 104 particle/s), 
and off-line analysis of energy losses allows one to-reject events concerned with nuclear 
interactions in the telescope. 

Two strip detectors of thickness about 500µm are used in· front of the telescope. 
The coordinate system provides the measurement of spatial distribution of ejectiles and 
spectrometer efficiency. As follows from our preliminary simulation, the spatial resolution 
of the coordinate system should be about 1mm. -

The main features of this set-up are: 

- energy range for 3He 
- sensitive area 

- 30 - 370.MeV, 
- 10cm2, · 

- energy resolution - 200 keV, 
- spatial resolution (pitch of strip detectors) - 1mm. 

The high energy resolution of the spectrometer, the_high momentum resolution of 
the deuteron beam (1:!,.P/P < 10-4 ) and using of the internal gas target at CELSIUS 
allow the best accuracy of search for the deeply bound pionic atoms. 

To estimate expected experimental rates and background we have performed prelim
inary simulation of this experiment. In the simulation we took into account the parameters 
of beam, target, magnetic structure of the CELSIUS ring and HpGe spectrometer. We 
used the estimation of cross sections of the pionic atom production from. (6]. Using the cas
cade exciton model /CEM/-of nuclear reaction (17] we have obtained the estimation of the 
background induced by secondary charge particles in the d+Xe reaction· (Td=500MeV). 
We have obtained the following results: 

- at luminosity L =1031 cm-2s-1 the experimental rate of pionic atom production is 
about 10-1 - 10-2 events/s. 

- experimental rate of secondary 3He is of the same order. 

- the main contribution in background results from elastic scattering deuterons and 
can reach 104s-1 • 

The experimental i~vestigation may include three stages .. Up to now the experimen
tal data concerning the pick-up reaction (d,3He) at excitation energy of re~idual nuclei 
E,. ~ m,.c2 are absent (6]. To obtain preliminary data for the background estimation and 
test the'spectrometer, we suppose to carry out the measurement on a cheap argon target 
using the existing cluster jet set-up. without recir~ulation ~ystem. For extrapolation of 
the~e results for xenon target we assume to use simple theoretical estimations within_ the 
cascade exciton ~ode!. It should be noted that this' inf~;in.ation may be interesting in the 
study of the reaction mech~ism. . 

At the second stage we assume to carry out the measurement of 3 He spectrum in 
the reaction d+n•'Xe -+3He + Xe at deuteron energy Td = 500 MeV. As foll owes from our 
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estimations of experimental rates, this experiment may be performed using existing cluster 
jet target. In spite of the fact that natural xenon is a mixture of isotopes, the results of · 
our preliminary simulation of 3 He spectrum demonstrate that peaks corresponding to the 
pionic atom production may be observed but only rough estimations of the binding energy 
and width (with error liE ~l-2MeV) can be obtained. Nevertheless these experimental 
data will allow one to estimate the cross section ( or its upper limit},° of. pionic atom 
production in the pick-up reaction and compare it with theoreti~al predictions. 

At the last stage we propose to carry out measurements with pure isotope Xe target. 
This experiment will be carried out using a new gas-jet target with recirculation system 
intended for expensive gases which is under construction at CELSIUS. We assume that 
this experimental data will allow determination of binding energy and width of ls level 
of Xe pionic atoin.s. Also we assume to perform measurements of the dependence of 
differential cross sections of the pionic atom production on the deuteron energy.from 480 
up to 520 MeV. This-info~mation may be important f~r the study of a mechanism_ of this 
reaction. To determine the magnitude of differential cross section· in· these experiments, 
we suppose to carry out measurements of the spectrum of 3He produced in the reaction 
p(d,3He)ir 0 and normalize our results using the known cross section of the last reaction. 

We expect that the proposed experiment will allow us to discover the production of 
the deeply bound pionic atoms of heavy elements, determine the magnitude ofthe cross 
section and parameters of ls level of Xe pionic atoms. 

This work is supported by the Russian Foundation of Fundamental Research. 
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1Iepttb1mea B.A. H i::i:p. E13-94-198 
I10HCK rJiy6oKOCBSI3aHHblX IIHOHHblX aT0MOB 
C II0MOIIIb!O crreKTP0MeTpa MelleHHSI H3 caepxl!HCTOro repMaHHSI 

ITpei::i:JiaraIOTCSI 3KCrrepuMeHTaJibHblH IIOHCK H HCCJiei:t:OBamre rJiy6oKOCBSI-
3aHHblX IIHOHHblX aTOMOB KCeHOHa. YpOBHH IIHOHHblX aTOMOB, o6paayIOIIIHXCSI 

a i::i:ayxqacn11JHhlX KaHaJiax peaKn;nu NXe(d, 3He)N_1Xe;,r-, MoryT 6hlTh 

Hll:eHTHqm:n:npoBaHbl no o6Hapy)KeHHIO IlllKOB B 3HepreTU1IeCKOM CIICKTpe 
HOHOB 3He, H3MepeHHbIX 110/l: yrJIOM 8 = 0°, ri:t:e ce1Jettue ;>.:I0Jl)KH0 ;>.:IOCTUraTb 
MaKCHMaJibHOro 3HalJeHHSI. ITpei::i:noJiaraeTCSI, lJTO 3KCrrepHMeHT 6y;>.:1eT rrpoae
i:t:eH C IIOMOIIIbIO yaKoanepTypttoro crreKTpOMeTpa H3 caepxl!HCTOro repMaHHSI 
(<<CHCTeMa Mel!eHHSI» i:t:JISI WASA) Ha ttaKorrttTeJihHOM K0Jihn;e CELSIUS. 
On;eHKH IIOKa3hIBaIOT, lJT0 OKOJIO 100 l!aC0B 3KCnepHMeHTaJibHOro apeMeHH 
6b1JIO 6bl ;>.:IOCTaT0lJHO ;>.:IJISI o6Hapy)KeHHSI IIHOHHblX aTOMOB, eCJIH CelleHHe p0)K
i:t:eHHSI He MeHhme HeCK0JibKHX MK6apu/cp/M3B. 

Pa6oTa BblIIOJIHeHa B Jla6opaTOpHH SI;>.:1epHbIX 11po6;1eM 0115111. 

Coo6~e,rne Om,ei:111HeHHOI'O 11HCTl1T)'Ta Sl):lepHbIX HCCJie):IOBaHHH. ,D;y6Ha, 1994 

Chernyshev B.A. et al. E13-94-198 
Search for Deeply Bound Pionic Atoms 
with High-Purity Germanium Tagging Spectrometer 

The experimental search and study of the deeply bound pionic atoms of 
xenon are proposed. The levels of pionic atoms produced in two-body channels 

of the reaction NXe(d, 3He)N_ 1Xe;,r- can be identified by observing peaks in the 
3He energy spectrum measured ate= 0° where the cross section must reach the 
largest value. It is supposed that the experiment will be carried out with the 
zero-angle high-purity germanium spectrometer (<<tagging system» of WASA) 
at the CELSIUS storage ring. The estimations show that an experimental run 
of about 100 hours will be enough for the observation of pionic atoms if the 
production cross section is not less than serveralµb/sr/MeV. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of Nuclear 
Problems, JINR. 
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